
Nobel Symposia 2024
This form and Nobel Symposia instructions are available at www.kva.se/nobelsymposia

Subject area: Physics Chemistry Physiology
or Medicine

Economic
Sciences

Literature

Proposed title of Nobel symposium:

Main applicant and organizer, contact details:

Brief description of the current research situation in the field that the Nobel Symposium is 
intended to cover, as well as an explanation of its purpose (2,000 characters or less):



Name of the Grant Administrator:

Proposed venue:

If a Nobel Symposia is granted, it is mandatory to utilise the services of the conference  
management bureau contracted by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences for the Nobel  
Symposium logistics, participant management, etc.

The cost for utilising the conference management bureau contracted by the Royal Swedish 
Academy of Sciences is estimated at 50,000 SEK for a 3-day event with 50 participants.

The organising committee, including a list of proposed tasks and responsibilities:



A preliminary list of participants:

A preliminary programme (1,500 characters or less):



Budget

Expenses Amounts in SEK
Direct cost for conference administration

Travel

Venues

Rental of AV

Equipment

Hotel costs

Total

Confirmation from Head of the Department or equivalent manager representing the 
Grant Administrator (Name, title and contact details)

Send your application to nobelsymposia@kva.se no later than 14 October, 2022

Contact: Lotta Johansson, nobelsymposia@kva.se +46 (0)76 050 60 69

When you apply for funding at the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, the Academy will process the 
personal data you provide in order to handle your application. Read more in the Academy’s information 
on processing of personal data for prize nominations and scholarship application,  
www.kva.se/personal-data-protection 
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